Student Dress Code
The following guidelines are in accordance with the Clark County School District Regulation
5131. Dress code violations should be identified early in the school day by the teachers and
administrators. These students should be sent to the office to change clothes. The parents may
be asked to bring appropriate dress if none is available at the school. Chronic violators or
extreme cases will result in a required parent conference. Unless otherwise stated, the dress code
is applicable to all school-related activities (including field trips and before and after school
activities).
1.
All shoes must have soles. Footwear which does not offer sanitary or safety
protection is prohibited.
2.
Crop tops, strapless, low-cut clothing, clothing with slits, or tops and outfits that
provide minimum coverage are prohibited. There can be no skin showing between
bottom of shirt/blouse and top of pants or skirts.
3.
Sleeveless shirts must have straps at least three (3) inches wide.
4.
All shorts, skorts, skirts, and jumpers/dresses must be at fingertip length.
5.
No hats are allowed on campus.
6.
Wearing clothing with slogans or advertising which by their controversial or obscene
nature disrupts the educational setting is prohibited. This includes clothing with
alcohol and/or tobacco advertisements.
7.
Any clothing, jewelry, buttons, and/or accessories that promote illegal or violent
conduct, or affiliation with groups that promote illegal or violent conduct such as, but
not limited to, the unlawful use of weapons, drugs, alcohol, tobacco, or drug
paraphernalia, or clothing that contains threats are prohibited.
8.
Sleeveless athletic jerseys must be worn with a shirt with sleeves underneath.
9.
Coats, mittens, and scarves must be removed upon entering the classrooms.
10.
“Sagging” is considered a dress code violation and is prohibited.
11.
Jeans, pants and trousers are not to have rips or tears that expose undergarments
and/or are located mid-thigh or higher.
12.
Spiked or studded clothing, jewelry, and/or accessories are prohibited.
13.
Hair color and style must be such that it is not disruptive to the educational
environment.
14.
Headgear (hats, hoods, caps, bandanas, hair grooming aids, etc.) is not permitted on
campus except for designated school approved uniforms, special events, authorized
athletic practices, documented medical conditions, bona fide religious reasons, or
CCSD/school sanctioned activities.
The school administration shall have the right to designate which type of dress, fashion, fads,
or appearance disrupts or distracts from the educational program and which may be a
potential safety hazard [CCSD Reg. 5131].

